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General Strategy
● Hardware and Software Levels

– It is reasonable to assume that a Super B trigger would 
still consist of

● a Level 1 hardware trigger component with inputs 
from tracking and calorimetry and a configurable logic

● a Level 3 software trigger component with access to 
complete events and diverse filter algorithms based on 
partial reconstruction

● Potentially, an additional Level 2 which implements a 
Bhabha veto to control the rate
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Trigger/DAQ Requirements
– Many of the requirements for a Super B trigger are 

related to the characteristics and performance of the 
detector and the DAQ system

● The latency budget, driven by the depth of the DAQ 
pipeline (BaBar ~12 us)

● The timing resolution from the detector (BaBar ~50 ns)
● The minimum inter-command spacing, i.e., how fast 

one can get two L1 accepts (BaBar ~2.7 us)
– This is a source of irreducible deadtime (0.27% / 1 kHz)

● The number of front-end buffers as required by the 
readout time of the detector (BaBar has 4)
– This can be computed from queuing theory
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DAQ Requirements (cont.)
– Other factors include

● Shaping time of the Calorimeter
– One can get overlaid events if it is not short enough

– All these influence the maximum trigger rate that can 
be sustained

– Note that limitations related to buffering typically 
result in non-linear behavior when incurring deadtime

● If there is not enough headroom one gets into a regime 
of diminishing returns (or simply hits a brick wall)

– We focused on these issues at the last workshop and 
will talk some more about this tomorrow

– Today we need to think about physics requirements
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Physics Requirements
● What determines the trigger rate one 

ultimately needs?
– Recall physics cross sections at the (4S)

● bb ~ 1.0 nb
● cc ~ 1.3 nb
● ss+dd+uu ~ 2.1 nb
● ττ ~ 1.0 nb
● µµ ~ 1.1 nb
● ee ~ 50 nb (in fiducial)
● plus , two-photon, other QED processes
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Backgrounds
● Rate Projections

– BaBar/PEP-II rate extrapolations indicate that above 
luminosities of 1035 backgrounds will be dominated by 
luminosity-related components

– At 5 x 1035 the Bhabha rate within the L1 fiducial alone 
is >25 kHz!

– With a BaBar-like trigger it is plausible to expect an L1 
accept rate of about 50 kHz at at least twice the event 
size of 50 kB

– We can't really know what the machine backgrounds 
will be like (but we didn't know this for BaBar or Belle 
either)  --> Need to build in contingency
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Trigger Requirements
● Efficiency

– Select interesting physics events with an efficiency 
that is:

● High
– BaBar TDR states >99% for b physics (see below)

● Stable
– Against varying machine detector conditions, faults

● Measurable
– This typically requires some level of orthogonality

– Note that 'High' usually helps with the other two
– Note that Orthogonality helps all three
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Trigger Strategies
● Open Trigger

– Defined in terms of generic topologies (2,3,4 particles) 
and not in terms of specific physics processes

– Allows us to trigger on physics we know and physics 
we don't know (yet)

● Orthogonality
– Lets events pass trigger via independent paths, 

typically using input from different detectors
– This is an extremely powerful concept

It seems highly desirable to stick to these strategies as 
much as possible
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(L1) Trigger Efficiencies
   
                                Pure DCT     Pure EMT    All L1 lines
   BB generic               99.1%            99.8%          >99.9% 
   B-> + B->X       79.7%            99.2%            99.8%

   B-> + B->X          92.2%            95.5%            99.7%
   cc                              95.3%            98.8%            99.9%
   uds                           90.6%            95.6%             98.2% 
   Bhabha                    98.9%            99.2%          >99.9% 
                                99.1%             -                     99.6%

                                 80.6%            77.6%            94.5%

Taking the BaBar 2001-2004 configuration as an example
(hadronic final states all, leptonic final states in fiducial)
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Efficiency Considerations, Goals
– The present BaBar Open Trigger (far) exceeds the 

efficiency goal with >99.9% for generic B decays
● Is that enough to cut a little back on?

– Nearly 100% of all Bs doesn't imply one is as efficient 
for every 10-5-107 decay mode

● Some modes heavily rely on the other B to trigger the 
event

– 2-particle triggers are the most vulnerable wrt 
backgrounds of various sorts

● We will likely be forced to cut back on some physics
● We need to define goals for all physics, in particular, 

for , two-photon physics, possible other QED
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Open Questions
– How do we decide to prioritize trigger requirements for

● b physics, charm physics,  physics, two-photon 
physics, ISR physics, ... anything else

– How well must we know the trigger efficiency for each 
of these

● Absoluate branching fractions might not matter much 
for most measurements, but will for some
– For which ones?

– Which benchmark processes can we define, so we can 
trust that we understand the trigger
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Challenges
– Obviously, when the physics goals are well defined, 

considerable challenges remain:
● Can an all-silicon tracking trigger be built?
● Can a fast enough calorimeter trigger be built?

– Here we need cooperation with the detector groups
– An important question is also, can we store and 

analyze the data efficiently
● This was discussed to some extent at the first 

workshop, but is also connected to the physics goals
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Conclusions
– A Super B Trigger may well become the most 

challenging e+e- trigger ever to be built
● Note that the ILC won't even need a hardware trigger

– We believe it still to be feasible to make this an Open 
Trigger, with definite advantages for New Physics

● This will be in contrast to LHCb
– There is a clear need now to prioritize the physics 

requirements for different areas, b, charm, 
● Where are we willing to sacrifice if backgrounds are 

too high?  How do we balance the goals?
● There is an important interplay of these requirements 

with the detector R&D, and the DAQ design


